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Abstract
The community of Black River First Nation located
along the shores of Lake Winnipeg in eastern
Manitoba began as a seasonal Anishinaabe fishing
village, and became a permanent settlement upon
entering into Treaty in 1876. A renewed interest within
the community to preserve traditional knowledge and
remain connected to the past led to my involvement
with the community. Upon learning of a historic
settlement site once connected by an extensive
water and land based transportation network, design
decisions were made to reintegrate this network into
the community. This practicum explores how a change
in settlement location has impacted community
development and proposes a design strategy for
the historic Black River settlement site that creates
destinations and travel routes to enhance and
rediscover connections to the lands and waters that
shaped the community.
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Preface
I began this practicum with the intent of
studying the relationships with water that exist
within Manitoban Indigenous communities, and
exploring how these relationships may have
changed through time. Upon becoming involved
with a project initiated by the community of
Black River First Nation, I directed my research
towards understanding how water has shaped
their community. The intent of the community
project was to define the furthest extents of
Black River’s traditional lands by conducting
oral history interviews with community Elders.
Through my participation in the oral history
interviews, the image of a vast network of
destinations and travel routes began to emerge
in the words of the Elders. The interconnected
network of travel routes and destinations
integrated both water based, and land based
modes of transportation. Rivers acted as
highways to hunting grounds and harvest areas
to the east, while extensive foot trials along the
shores of Lake Winnipeg connected residents
with other communities.

Though the network began to take shape on
paper, it was not reflected in the development
patterns of the community.
The community of Black River First Nation was
relocated from its original settlement site in the
early 1960’s, which has resulted in the decline
of traditional travel routes in the vicinity of
the settlement. The original settlement was
developed along the waterways and was
interconnected by a network of trails. Upon
being relocated further inland, development
patterns were centered along the roadway.
Bridges, docks and buildings near the water
disappeared from the landscape, and a
community once connected to the land and
water became disconnected from its past.
This intent of this practicum is to reclaim the
extensive trail system that once occurred
throughout the historic settlement site, and
build upon the network of destination points
and travel routes by creating new destinations
along the water, providing permanent points of
access to historic lands.
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east Lake Winnipeg
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east Winnipeg country
The community of Black River First Nation is located along the
Eastern shore of Lake Winnipeg and is 138 kilometers northeast
of the City of Winnipeg, and approximately 36 kilometers north
of Powerview-Pinefalls (AANDC, 2015). The study area for this
practicum is defined by Lake Winnipeg to the west, the ManitobaOntario border to the east, the Winnipeg River to the south
and the Manigotagan River to the north. It is within this region
(fig. 1) where much of Black River First Nation’s traditional lands
are located. The study area is located in the eastern portion
of the province and may be referred to as ‘Eastern Manitoba’,
‘East Lake Winnipeg’ or the ‘East Winnipeg Country’ (Lytwyn
1981). The study area is located in a portion of the Province
that has not seen a great deal of development throughout
its history. Eastern Manitoba covers roughly 83,000 square
kilometers, which attributes to one-eighth of the land-base of
Manitoba, and includes approximately 3,100 lakes and 30 major
river systems (East Side Road Authority 2015). Located in the
heart of the Earth’s largest intact boreal forest (CPAWS 2012,
2), much of this region is densely forested.

James
Bay

Fig. 1

Contextual map of study area 		
situated in eastern Manitoba
Black River First NAtion Traditional Land
Use Study Area
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The area (dark grey) covered by Lake Agassiz over its 5,000 year lifespan and the overflow outlets. The lake fluctuated
greatly and was never this size at any one point in time. Southern Outlet (S), Northwest Outlet (NW), Eastern Outlets (E+K), Hudson Bay Outlet (HB), and Outlets to the St. Lawrence River Valley via the Ottawa River (KIN). (Teller, Boyd, Yang, Kor & Fard 2005)

Regional Geology
Correlations can be drawn between the
geological time line of Manitoba and human
migration and settlement patterns within the
region East of Lake Winnipeg. The surficial
geology of the region is the legacy of the glaciers
that covered much of Manitoba during the last
Ice Age. Approximately 16,000 years ago as
the climate became warmer the ice sheets
began to retreat (Petch, Larcombe 1998,
13), leaving behind meltwater. The ponded
meltwater at the base of the Laurentide Ice
Sheet (Teller, Boyd, Yang, Kor & Fard 2005)
formed Lake Agassiz, which covered an area
as great as 841,000km2 and fluctuated greatly
over its 5,000 year history (Ibid.). New drainage
patterns emerged in the landscape, creating
numerous lakes and river systems (Petch,
Larcombe 1998, 13). The presence of bedrock
in eastern Manitoba dictated how water flowed
and settled throughout the land.

“The land in the eastern part of the province,
comprising the bedrock of the Precambrian
Shield, sloped towards the basin of former Lake
Agassiz and gradually, the new lakes Winnipeg,
Manitoba and Winnipegosis took shape (Ibid.).
This region of eastern Manitoba can be
separated into Interior Uplands (Precambrian
Shield) to the East, and Lowlands bordering
Lake Winnipeg to the West (Lytwyn 1981, 27).
Since Black River First Nation is located within
the lowlands along Lake Winnipeg, the surficial
geology and soil types are reflective of the
ancient lake-bed. Bedrock (BR), Organic (OD),
and Deep Basin (DB) are the predominant
soil types in the region (Miette Environmental
Consulting 2014, 9), which dictates the vegetation
present and shoreline characteristics.
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hydrology
Throughout the region east of Lake Winnipeg, there are
numerous rivers and their tributaries, which originate in the
eastern upland regions (Lytwyn 1981) and generally flow
northwestward (Petch, Larcombe 1998, 17).
Black River First Nation is located in the central portion of
eastern Manitoba with major river systems to north (Poplar
River, Berens River, Bloodvein River and the Manigotagan River)
and the Winnipeg River system to the south. Black River’s minor
involvement with the Fur Trade required travel to trading posts
along the larger river systems to the north (Lytwyn 1981), however
the waters most frequently traveled by Black River residents
were connected to the Black River as well as the Winnipeg River
(BRFN Council Member, Personal Communication, Dec. 3, 2014).
The rivers in the study area (see fig.3) are relatively small and
contain “numerous rapids and low falls which were created by
the numerous faults and ledges over which the water flows”
(Petch, Larcombe 1998, 17).
The Black and O’Hanly rivers that flow through the Black River
settlement acted as the highways that carried residents to
resource harvest areas in the east. Residents would follow the
Black River to its headwaters in what is now Nopiming Provincial
Park to gather wild rice as well as to hunt.
Fig. 3 Context map illustrating some of the 		
significant rivers within the study area.
Black River First NAtion Traditional Land
Use Study Area
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Fig. 4 Significant sites and 		
landmarks along the Black and
O’Hanly Rivers produced from
oral history interviews.
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Black River Community site
The community of Black River First Nation is located at the
confluence of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers, near the Eastern
Shores of Lake Winnipeg. Two small creeks within the community
are tributaries of the larger rivers, with Wiindigoo Creek flowing
into the O’Hanly River, and Spokes Creek flowing from the Black
River.
The present site of the community is located along an access road
that connects Black River First Nation to Provincial Highway 304.
Single detached homes are centered along the roadway, and are
located within a one-mile radius of the community buildings (BRFN
2015). Community buildings such as the Government office, nursing
station, school buildings, fire department, and water treatment
facility are clustered within the center of the community. The road
runs north along the Black River and bridges across to connect a
cluster of housing along the western riverbank.

Paved Road Ends
Connect to Hwy 304

Prior to being relocated, the community of Black River was located
across the O’Hanly River with homes being dispersed along the
Black River to the shores of Lake Winnipeg (fig. 5).

Fig. 5

Black River First Nation community site. 		
Grey areas indicate historic settlement
Historic Settlement Locations
0 50 100

200

400
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a brief history
The Black River First Nation has occupied
the lands along the mouth of the Black River
and other regions outside of the reservation
boundaries prior to the arrival of European
settlers (BRFN 2014, 2). Though an exact time
frame as to when the community began is not
known, it is suggested that the people of Black
River are descendants of the Ojibwa peoples
who migrated to eastern Manitoba from the
Great Lakes region. “The origins of the Black
River First Nation suggest our members were
among the Ojibway peoples who migrated to
the Lake Winnipeg region sometime between
1763 and 1821 after the Swampy Cree moved
further west (Ibid.).” This does not suggest that
the community itself was established between
1763 and 1821, but rather that the people who
would come to settle along the Black River
migrated into the region sometime during this
time period.
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As the Swampy Cree moved further west
(Ibid.), the Ojibwa followed the westerly flowing
waters from Ontario into Manitoba and began
to settle along Lake Winnipeg and beyond.
Prior to the establishment of the Black River
reserve lands, the community site was originally
used as a seasonal fishing village (Ibid.) where
families would gather to harvest and process
resources (i.e. fish, berries, wild rice) necessary
for winter survival. Upon entering into Treaty in
1876 (Ibid.) the seasonal fishing village at the
mouth of the Black River became a permanent
settlement.

Black River First Nation entered into Treaty
with the Federal Government of Canada on
September 7th, 1876 (Lytwyn 2013, 220) by
adhering to Treaty Five. With the signing of
Treaty Five, the seasonal fishing village at the
mouth of the Black River became a permanent
community, and reserve boundaries were
established soon after (Ibid., 234). The signing
of the Treaty is recorded as taking place at a
Federal office in Winnipeg, which fails to meet
provisions of the Royal Proclamation of 1763,
stating that the relinquishment of land must
take place at a community assembly with its
members being present (BRFN 2014, 2).

Due to the nature in which Treaty 5 was adhered
to, Black River First Nation has been pursuing
possible litigation involving the “assertion
of unextinguished Aboriginal title” (Ibid.) to
traditional territories within and outside of
Treaty Five.
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Population demographics illustrate a young community, with 54% of the population being 19 		
years old or younger.

ulation Demographics
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Fig. 7
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Female age demographics

e Population
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community demographics
Statistics Canada data from the 2011 National
Census indicates a total of 521 individuals living
within the community, with 13.3% population
growth from 2006 (Statistics Canada 2013).
The median age within Black River First Nation
is 17 years (Ibid.) with 54% of the population
being 19 years or younger. With only 8.6% of
the community being 50 years or older, there
is a great threat to traditional knowledge within
the community if it is not passed forward to
younger generations. Cultural traditions and
practices passed down through generations of
oral history is at risk of vanishing as Elders pass
away. The community has acknowledged this
threat, and is addressing it through initiatives
aimed at preserving oral history, and the
strengthening of community identity.
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35 to 39 years
40 to 44 years
45 to 49 years
50 to 54 years
70 to 74 years

Fig. 9

Male age demographics
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Mapping traditional lands
The traditional land mapping project began in
the fall/winter of 2014 where I was asked to
attend oral history interview sessions and plot
points of significance on a map. Though the
traditional land mapping project is separate
from this practicum I feel that it is important
to mention my involvement in that project,
because it was through that process where I
was able to establish a relationship with the
community and begin to understand more
clearly what it is that I wanted to accomplish
through this practicum.

The initial stages of the mapping project
pertained to the furthest extents of Black
River’s traditional resources areas, while the
next phase would look more closely at the lands
occupied by the First Nation nearer to the
present community site. Through this process,
questions began to arise and the areas
requiring further exploration became more
clear to me. It was at this point where I would
focus my attention to the historic settlement
site once occupied by the residents of Black
River prior to relocation in the early 1960’s.
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Section 3
community analysis:
historic settlement site
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relocating the past
My involvement with the Traditional Land
Mapping project allowed me to observe and
participate in community initiatives based on
preserving and carrying forward knowledge
from the past. Through that process I was
able to gain an understanding of community
history and context through the words of
Elders. Personal accounts of historical events,
stories of one’s childhood, or tales of Elders
now deceased, creates an image of a selfsufficient community deeply connected to the
land it once occupied.
Throughout the oral history interview sessions,
descriptions of a previous settlement arose
time and time again, and was often expressed
with fondness from those present. Though the
interview questions were based upon obtaining
information on the traditional lands far removed
from the community site, conversations often
pointed back to the lands they once occupied
just across the river from where they now live.
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The first two times that I visited the community
of Black River First Nation I was unaware that
another settlement site existed. The pattern
of houses, community buildings and amenities
looked not unlike the other First Nations
communities that I have visited in the past. It
was not until a community member directed
me to the site of a former footbridge at the
O’Hanly River where it was indicated to me
that the present location of the community is
the result of relocation that took place in the
early 1960’s (BRFN Council Member, Personal
Communication, Dec. 3, 2014).
Though the historic settlement site may not be
immediately apparent to a visitor from outside
the community, it is evident that it remains
ever-present in the minds of those old enough
to have experienced life on the other side of the
river. Oral descriptions of history indicated that
a major shift took place within the community
sometime during the early 1960’s, when
residents were told by Government officials
to re-locate (BRFN Council Member, Personal
Communication, Jan. 29, 2015).

Community members describe the relocation
as taking place between 1960 and 1962 (Ibid.)
occurring throughout the winter and into spring.
The homes that could be moved by tractor
were dragged across the frozen O’Hanly river
to the present community site. Others were
either destroyed during relocation attempts, or
were simply abandoned.
Though the reasons for the relocation are
unclear, community members describe this
relocation as a mandate delivered to the
community by representatives of the Federal
Government. The community was told the
threat of future flood occurrences from
water levels on Lake Winnipeg formed the
reasoning as to why relocation was necessary,
however attempts by council members to find
Government documents verifying this claim
has proven unsuccessful. Community Elders
indicated that the local collector road connecting
Black River First Nation with Provincial Highway
304 was constructed during the same time
frame as the relocation (1960-62).

Since the collector road ended at the
confluence of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers, it
meant that there was no land connection to
the settlement site. As was the case with many
Indigenous communities throughout Canada
(Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
1996, 537), perhaps the reasoning for this
relocation was based on convenience rather
than imminent threat.
“In more recent times, the displacement of
Aboriginal people has often taken the form
of deliberate initiatives by governments to
move particular Aboriginal communities for
administrative or development purposes.”
(Ibid.).
Regardless of the reasoning as to why the
relocation took place, it is clear that part
of the community’s identity remains across
the O’Hanly River along the shores of Lake
Winnipeg.
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illustrating oral history
Participating in the oral history interviews has
allowed me to gain a contextual understanding
of traditional lands that have been used and
occupied by Black River First Nation. Initial
stages of the traditional land mapping project
has been focused upon determining the
extents of Black River First Nation’s traditional
territory, which has resulted in the collection of
information pertaining to lands many kilometers
away from the community site. Indications of
a previous settlement site located adjacent to
the present community has been described in
personal stories of the past. Community Elders
tell stories of the people who lived along the
banks of the Black River to the shores of Lake
Winnipeg. Homes were constructed in clearings
along the shoreline, or were nestled into the
forest, or were perched atop rocky banks
overlooking the lake (BRFN Council Member,
Personal Communication, Jan. 29, 2015). The
people that lived in this community traveled by
water or on foot no matter the distance.
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Elders tell stories of long journeys on foot where
they walked along the lakeshore to harvest
areas and other communities, camping along
the way (Ibid.). Residents would canoe up the
Black and O’Hanly rivers to hunting grounds,
trapping cabins, and wild rice harvesting areas
(Ibid.). Fishing locations along Lake Winnipeg
would be traveled to on foot, or by boat where
residents of Black River would work together with
people from other communities to harvest fish
at peak times of the year (Ibid.). Oral accounts
of history illustrate a network of destinations
and travel routes that once connected the
people of Black River with other communities
as well as their traditional resource areas.
It is the intent that combining oral accounts of
history with aerial imagery will begin to illustrate
this network of destinations and travel routes,
and by analyzing imagery from the past this
network will be visible in the landscape.

Landform, hydrological patterns, forest
distribution, as well as the behavioral patterns
of local flora and fauna have been impacted
through human development. These changes
can be read within the landscape. Whether it
be scours in the land from a tractor driven fifty
years ago (see fig. 20), or forest re-growth in
areas that were once cleared. These changes
in the landscape are reflective of a community’s
history, and provide visible evidence of individual
stories of the past.
In order to analyze the changes in landscape
over time my intent was to acquire a set of
aerial images dating as far back as possible.
Current satellite imagery with a resolution high
enough to decipher features in the landscape
dates back to September of 2002 (Google
Earth 2015), which does not show the condition
of the land prior to the community relocation.

Aerial photography obtained from the Manitoba
Air Photo Library was purchased spanning from
1959 to 1996. These photographs were taken
from an aircraft rather than a satellite, therefore
the scales and extents are dependent upon
the altitude at which the photographs were
taken as well as the flight path followed by the
aircraft. The photographs that were obtained
were taken from the following dates: 1959
(fig. 10), 1962 (fig. 11), 1968 (fig. 12), 1976 (fig.
13), 1986 (fig. 14), 1996 (fig. 15), with additional
satellite imagery from 2002 and 2014.
Since the image set includes photographs taken
at ten-year intervals or less, a chronology of
the long terms changes in landform, community
growth, and forest composition is visible.
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Fig. 10 1959 - This photograph illustrates the low water level at the mouth of the Black River, and the
		
condition of the community prior to relocation.
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Fig. 11

1962 - This photograph illustrates the first presence of a road entering into the community, as
well as the footbridge crossing over the O’Hanly River.
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spokes creek
bridge absent

settlement
clearing
extensive trail
network

Fig. 12 1968 - No longer a bridge connecting the settlement site across Spokes Creek, which indicates
the community transitioning away from the historic settlement site.
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development centered
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o’hanly
bridge absent

Fig. 13

1976 - A shift in community development is evident as there are no longer any 		
connections to the historic settlement site.
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black river
bridge

development centered
along roadway

Fig. 14 1986 - Bridge now connecting the North side of the Black River as the road network expands.
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Road Extension

Forest Harvesting Area

Fig. 15 1996 - North Side road extension and forest harvesting at the historic settlement site.
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clearings
Historic Trail
Segment

Fig. 16 1962 image
illustrating the network of
travel routes (footpaths/
bridges/docks) and
destinations (clearings),
that connected the
community.
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Lines worn into the land
When analyzing changes that have occurred
since 1959,
the transition away from a
community reliant on traditional travel routes
is visible in the landscape. In the photographic
time line there is a clear shift in development
patterns. Earlier photographs reveal buildings
that are located either along the Black River,
or nestled into the forest interconnected by
a network of footpaths. Docks and service
buildings along the water’s edge give indication
to the network of water-based travel routes
(see pg. 57). As the road enters into the
community in later photographs, buildings
vanish from shorelines and become centered
along the roadway with new extensions
branching in each successive photo.
Docks, bridges and service buildings begin
to vanish signifying a fundamental change
in the community. Residents who relied on
commercial fishing, trapping, and harvesting as
the primary sources of income, turn to other
resource based industries for work.

By analyzing early aerial imagery, the
interconnected network of destinations and
travel routes are visible in the land. Well-worn
footpaths lead to and from large clearings
where buildings were clustered, while docks
and bridges can be seen along the water. The
patterns visible in the landscape are most
evident near the site of the historic settlement,
and are consistent with the oral descriptions of
community history.
Photographs from the latter end of the timeline
show these pathways and clearings fading
from the land, signifying a shift in community
behaviour and development patterns. No
longer is there a need to walk for days at a
time, however I do believe that now more than
ever there is a need to engage with and learn
from those who did.
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Fig. 17
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A clearing remains at the historic settlement site
along the banks of the Black River.

Fig. 18

A break in the forest across the clearing indicates
the location of a former foot path.

Fig. 19

Evidence of the former trail network connecting
clearings through patches of forest.		

Fig. 20 Tractor marks scar the forest floor and serve as a
reminder of the community relocation.
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Section 4
shifting Communities
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Community in transition
The community of Black River First Nation looked much different prior
to the re-settlement that took place during the early 1960’s. Homes and
other community buildings were located along the north and south banks
of the Black River as well as near the shores of Lake Winnipeg. Building
clusters were located in clearings along the south bank of the Black
River, with some buildings being nestled into the forest or perched on
rock points near the lake. A network of footpaths connecting the building
clusters were formed by years of use and followed the lay of the land
rather than a formal layout (see fig. 21).
Upon relocation to the present community site the slow decline of this
network is evident and can be seen in aerial imagery. As the community
develops further inland the character of the historic settlement site
begins to change. Bridges come down and land connections to the historic
settlement site vanish, the heavily worn trails become overgrown and lost
without the presence of footsteps. The buildings become depressions in
the landscape, and the community takes shape along the road leaving
behind the lands of its past.
With a renewed interest within the community to preserve and carry
forward traditional knowledge, I feel that the potential to re-establish the
network of travel routes and destinations along the historic settlement
site would create an opportunity for community members to engage
with their history. The historic settlement site along the southern banks
of the Black River will serve as the study area for further analysis.
Historic Trail Segment

(identified through aerial photo interpretation)

settlement site Study Area
Historic Building footprints
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Analyzing earlier photographs from the image set (fig. 22) illustrates a network of trails leading
to clearings dispersed throughout the historic settlement site. These clearings represent areas
where buildings were more clustered. A possible explanation for the size and extent of some of
the clearings may be due to regular brush clearing by those who lived there. Elders indicate that
vegetation was kept clear from buildings to prevent the spread of fires (BRFN Council Member,
Personal Communication, May 12, 2015).

0 50 100

Fig. 22 1962 Forest clearings
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Forested land

Historic Trail Segment

clearings

Historic Building Footprints

(identified through aerial photo interpretation)

In comparison with the earlier photographs, the image illustrating current clearings (fig. 23) depicts
a different landscape, in that much of the cleared areas have been taken over by plant growth.
Some of the clearings are now covered in grasses and sedge with aspen forest encroaching (see
fig. 17), while the forest has grown more densely in other historic clearings.
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Fig. 23 Present day forest clearings
from 2014 satellite imagery.
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Forested land

Historic Trail Segment

clearings

Historic Building Footprints

(identified through aerial photo interpretation)
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Fig. 24 Former building footprints
identified in aerial images.
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remnants of a landscape lost

Walking through clearing after clearing between
patches of forest, I feel as if I am moving from
room to room in a house vacated long ago. All
that remains are depressions in the landscape
along with scraps of metal and stone where
the family stove may have stood. Pools of
water now fill the cellars, reflecting the same
sky gazed upon by generations before me. I am
standing somewhere special, as if I am walking
in the same footsteps left by mothers and
fathers before me. From the stove to the cellar
and back.
As I move through a field of grass to a cut in the
forest, I am consumed by aspen awaiting the
flourish of spring. Passing through the threshold
I step out of the forest into another clearing.
Another room, another house, from another
time.
- Author’s Journal Entry
Black River, April 30th, 2015

Upon visiting the historic settlement site it is not
immediately apparent that I am standing on the
site of a former community, however by looking
more closely at the land remnants of buildings
and trails begin to emerge. Buildings at the
time were built on grade with shallow cellars
dug underneath the floors for the purpose of
storing food (BRFN Council Member, Personal
Communication, May 12, 2015). All that remains
of these buildings are depressions in the land.
These water-filled depressions dot the flat,
grassy landscape where a settlement once
stood.
A concrete foundation where the school once
stood is met with fondness from the Elders
who tell stories of swimming across the river to
attend class. Though these buildings no longer
stand on the land, they remain present in the
minds of those who visited them as a child.
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Fig. 25 A water filled depression in the land where a 		
building once stood.
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Fig. 26 Remnants of a storage cellar at the edge of the
forest.

Fig. 27 The concrete foundation of a school building.

Fig. 28 Scraps of metal from a wood stove remain at the
site of a home near Lake Winnipeg.
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turning away from water
In addition to buildings absent from the landscape, indications of
interaction with the water remains invisible as well. Since relocating to its
current location, Black River First Nation has seen a slow decline in the
number of docks and bridges that helped to connect the community. A
shallow bank at the confluence of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers serves
as the only boat launch, with docks absent from the banks. When visiting
the community it is apparent that boat and canoe ownership is low. In
order to visit the historic settlement site, it was necessary to transport a
boat to Black River from Winnipeg as there were few available within the
community. The reasoning as to why boat ownership is low is unknown,
however I believe that development patterns along the roadway since
relocation have resulted in the waterways no longer being a part of
community connectivity.
The decline in access points to the water is evident in historical imagery,
as many docks appear in earlier imagery and disappear through the
years. Figure 29 illustrates past indications of interaction with the water.
The most recent dock sites appear in images from 1976 and vanish in
later photographs. The decline in docks, boats and canoes within the
community are representative of declining interaction with the water. Prior
to relocation, community Elders describe commercial fishing enterprises
and journeys to fishing locations visited by their ancestors.

Fig. 29 Evidence of former docks and bridges indicate a
network of water based connection points.
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Section 5
shoreline analysis
With design decisions focused on connections to historic lands only accessible by water,
it is necessary to understand the conditions of the land along the water’s edge. The
following shoreline analysis employs the use of sectional drawing to make up for a lack
of available topographic information. To conduct this analysis I traveled along the banks
of the Black River by canoe and drew a cross section of the riverbank where I noticed a
change in character. At each point I have noted the change in topography, bank condition,
the vegetation that is present, as well as the riverbank material (i.e. clay, rock, etc.).
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fluctuating shoreline
As one moves west along the banks of the
Black River to where it empties into Lake
Winnipeg, great differences in the landscape
are apparent. The shoreline is where this
change in landscape is most visible. By simply
walking along the shoreline or traveling along
the water’s edge in a canoe, one can see how
the landscape changes from low-lying with
little presence of vegetation at the community
launch site, to a rocky coastline densely forested
along the shores of Lake Winnipeg.
Historically the shoreline was a place of activity,
which is most evident by analyzing older aerial
photographs and comparing them with the
present state of the community. Lining the
banks of the Black and O’Hanley Rivers were
docks, foot bridges and locations to launch
boats, all of which indicate the relationships that
community members once had with the water.
Currently none of this water infrastructure
exists, which is representative of diminishing
interactions with the water that may be
attributed to the waterways no longer being
integrated with community connectivity.
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Since this design project aims at strengthening
connections to the historic settlement site by
incorporating a water based transportation
network with a land based network, an in depth
analysis of the shoreline is necessary in order
to gain an understanding of the land, and the
character of the shoreline.
With
detailed
topographic
information
unavailable, I performed a shoreline analysis
that employs the use of photography and
sectional drawings to illustrate the shoreline
character near the historic settlement site
along the Black River.

eroding the past
The shoreline is a point of contention within the
community due to the fact that throughout
the history of the community, a great deal
of land has been lost to erosion. In a 2014
Shoreline Erosion Assessment conducted by
Miette Environmental Consulting on behalf of
Black River First Nation, moderate to severe
shoreline erosion was identified at numerous
locations along the Black River (Kotak, 2014).
Explanations for shoreline erosion may be
attributed to shoreline material, as well as wind
and wave activity (Ibid.). Regulation of Lake
Winnipeg has resulted in less fluctuation and
fewer low water years, which are necessary
in allowing vegetation to establish along the
shoreline thus stabilizing the riverbank (Ibid.).
Sections of riverbank composed of clay and
silty soils, such as those found along the historic
settlement site, are more prone to erosion than
the shoreline closer to Lake Winnipeg which is
primarily composed of bedrock.

Shoreline erosion can have a great impact
on the community. In addition to the loss of
traditional lands, the community is at risk of
losing burial and other significant sites (Ibid.).
Erosion from wind and wave action may
drastically alter the shoreline which in turn
affect the activities near the water’s edge.
Undercut and steep banks make accessibility
to traditional lands difficult, as they are not
conducive to landing a watercraft. Launching a
boat or canoe also becomes difficult as erosion
has made suitable launch locations scarce.
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Fig. 30 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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sectional exploration
For the purpose of this analysis, the south
shoreline of the Black River has been explored
in greater depth as it was the primary location
of the historic settlement. The greatest
concentration of homes and community
buildings were located along the south bank of
the Black River.

With the intention of creating a water based
transportation network that allows residents
to more easily visit the historic settlement site,
understanding the shoreline conditions along
the south bank of the Black River will help inform
design decisions.
Numerous visits to the site were necessary in
order to produce an accurate representation
of the character of the shoreline. By walking
along the shoreline, it became possible to gain
an understanding not only of the landform, but
of the vegetation present near the shoreline. By
traveling along the shoreline from the water it
became possible to more accurately represent
the bank and identify areas of erosion. Section
drawings are located at points where the
shoreline condition changes.
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Fig. 31
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Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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a
Boat launch area, with flat muddy
shoreline that gradually slopes into
the O’Hanly River. Little emergent or
submergent vegetation present.

10m

5m

0m

b

10m

Grassy shoreline elevated slightly from
the water. Mixed boreal forest begins
close to the shoreline.
5m

0m

c
Flat grassy shoreline with signs of
previous erosion. Emergent and
submergent vegetation exists along
eroded shoreline.

10m

5m

0m
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Fig. 32 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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d
Muddy shoreline with submergent
vegetation. Previous erosion is evident
as the shoreline steps up from the
water. Mixed grass and aspen begin
near the shoreline.

10m

5m

0m

e
Eroded shoreline with debris and
vegetation collecting near the water.
Mixed grass, sedge, and aspen begin a
few meters from the shoreline.

10m
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f
Steep eroded shoreline with no
vegetation present near the waters
edge. Mixed grass and aspen forest
begin closer to the shoreline.
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5m

0m
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Fig. 33 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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g

10m

Low grassy shoreline with evidence of
previous erosion. Mixed boreal forest
begins near the water’s edge.
5m

0m

h

10m

Rocky shoreline that raises steeply
from the water. Mixed boreal forest
dispersed throughout the rock,
5m

0m

i

10m

Rocky shoreline that slopes gently
Into the water. Mixed boreal forest
begins a few meters from the rock.
5m

0m
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Fig. 34 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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j
Steep grassy shoreline that raises
slightly from the water. Dense
mixed boreal forest begins near the
water’s edge.
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k

10m

Gently sloping shoreline at the site of
previous footbridge. Mixed grass with
sedge, dotted with aspen.
5m

0m

l
Steep rocky shoreline rising from
Spokes Creek. Aspen and mixed grass
growing in the pockets of soil
between rock.
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Fig. 35 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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m

10m

Steep rocky shoreline that steps
towards the water. Site of previous
boat anchor point and logging
operation.
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n10m
Steep slumping shoreline with
evidence of severe erosion. Mixed
grass and sedge grow near waters
edge and atop the shoreline.
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o
Steep slumping shoreline with
evidence of severe erosion. Mixed
boreal forest with higher presence of
aspen near the top bank.
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Fig. 36 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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p
Steep slumping shoreline with muddy
flats near the waters edge. Emergent
and submergent vegetation near the
water, with mixed grass and aspen
atop the bank.
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q
Steep slumping shoreline with muddy
flats near the waters edge. Emergent
and submergent vegetation near the
water. Mixed boreal forest begins near
the top bank.
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r
Steep rocky point that rises
sharply from the water.
White spruce and small
deciduous shrubs grow in the
pockets of soil.
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Fig. 37 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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S
Sandy beach shoreline that gently
slopes into the water. Thick mixed
boreal forest begins 5-10 meters from
the water’s edge.
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t
Steep rock raising abruptly from the
water. Some rock is visible under
the surface of the water. Thin mixed
boreal forest grows on top of the rock.
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Fig. 38 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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10m

Sandy beach shoreline that gently
slopes into the water. Thick mixed
boreal forest begins at the edge of
the beach. Presence of water flowing
from forest into the river.
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Steep rocky shoreline with pockets
of mixed boreal forest dispersed
throughout the rock.
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Fig. 39 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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Very steep rocky shoreline with flat
rock near the water’s edge. Large
granite boulders near the water. Thick
mixed boreal forest at the edge
of the rock face.
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Gently sloping sand beach. Thick forest
begins 5-10 meters from the shoreline.
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0m
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Fig. 40 Key map illustrating the
locations of section transects
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y
Steep rock rising from the water. Much
smoother than the rock in the other
bay. Thick forest begins at the top
of the rock where thin sandy soil is
present.
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z
Steep rock rising gradually from the
shoreline. Smaller boulders line the
shore. The rock is weathered by wind
and waves from Lake Winnipeg.
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Muddy clay bank with mild
erosion from the water.
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Key map illustrating the
common shoreline types
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Conclusions
In conducting this sectional analysis I set
out to determine the changes in shoreline
characteristics and illustrate the shoreline types
in order to aid in design decisions. Through this
analysis I have been able to identify three main
shoreline conditions: muddy clay bank with
mild erosion, muddy clay bank that is steeply
eroded, and steep rocky shoreline. The muddy
clay bank with mild erosion was typically found
along the eastern portions of the settlement
site (see fig. 41), and contain grasses and sedge
at the top of the bank. The muddy clay bank
that is steeply eroded was found in the region
between Spokes Creek and the mouth of Black
River (see fig. 41), and contain grasses, sedge
and aspen at the top of the bank. The mud flats
along the base of the steeply eroded shoreline
contain typha and sedge at the water’s edge.
The steep rocky shoreline begins near the
mouth of the Black River and continues to Lake
Winnipeg (see fig. 41). Jack pine, spruce, aspen,
and juniper line the rocky shoreline.

Identifying the different shoreline types will aid
in determining the locations of potential points
of access to the historic settlement site from
the water. Muddy shorelines with gentle erosion
allow access to the historic lands but can be
difficult to walk upon, while the steeply eroded
banks make visiting the settlement site by boat
difficult in that one must climb the bank in order
to gain access to the land. Similarly, accessing
lands along a steep rocky shoreline may prove
to be difficult as there are few locations to pull
a boat ashore, and the forest conditions atop
the bank is much more dense than along other
sections of shoreline.
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Fig. 42 Key map illustrating the three
sections
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photographic exploration
A photographic analysis of the historic
settlement site was conducted in order to
better illustrate the varying site conditions.
As one moves through the settlement site
the landscape changes greatly. The historic
settlement site has been divided into three
sections, based upon the site conditions
existing in each section.
Section 1 begins at the Eastern extent of the
historic settlement site, and extends west to
the banks of Spokes Creek. This region consists
of muddy clay banks with mild erosion along
the water’s edge, with grassy clearings and
stands of aspen forest extending back from the
water. Low-lying wet areas can be identified by
wetland vegetation present as well as from the
absence of trees. Young aspen makes up the
undergrowth and encroaches into the clearings.
At the western extents of this section, the
mixed deciduous-coniferous forest becomes
more dense leading into Section 2.

Section 2 begins at the Spokes Creek sawmill
site and extends west to the mouth of the
Black River where the river bank transitions to
bedrock. The historic clearings in Section 2 are
much smaller than those in Section 1 as aspen
forest has encroached further into these
clearings. There is a greater presence of white
spruce and the undergrowth is much more
dense.
Section 3 begins at the mouth of the Black
River and extends west to the shores of Lake
Winnipeg. The landform transitions from
grassy clearings and aspen forest to a steep
rocky shoreline with dense mixed deciduousconiferous forest extending back from the
water. Jack pine and juniper grow in the pockets
of soil between the rock.
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Fig. 43 Context photos of Section 1
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1.0
Grassy shoreline on the banks of
the O’Hanly River across from the
community. Willows and sedge at the
top of the bank.

1.1
Grassy flat region at the site of a
former settlement. The land slopes
down from the top of the river bank.

1.2
Low lying area near the former
settlement. Water is present up
to the edge of the aspen forest.
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Fig. 44 Context photos of Section 1
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1.3
Water from the Black River flowing
into a low lying area near the former
settlement.

1.4
Rocky point at the mouth of Spokes
Creek as seen from the water.
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Fig. 45 Context photos of Section 2
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2.0
Large clearing at the site of a previous
settlement. Outlines of former building
footprints are visible as depressions in
the landscape.

2.1
Wood and debris along the flat
muddy shoreline near the former
settlement. The shoreline shows signs
of severe erosion.

2.2
Beginning of a sparse stand of aspen
and white spruce at the edge of the
settlement site. Sections of a well
worn foot path can be made out in
certain areas leading into the forest.
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Fig. 46 Context photos of Section 2
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2.3
Standing atop a steep eroded
shoreline at a clearing near the water’s
edge.

2.4
Willow and emergent vegetation
growing along the base of the
shoreline (not visible in this photo).
The shoreline is severely eroded with
approximately a 2m vertical distance
to the water’s edge.

2.5
A densely forested area exists near
the site of a former clearing. The
dense forest is primarily made up
of young aspen and white spruce.
The clearing in this location was much
smaller than those closer to the
banks of the Black River, which may
be an indication as to why this former
clearing is more densely forested than
others.
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Fig. 47 Context photos of Section 3
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3.0
Rocky point extending out from the
shoreline near the mouth of Black River.

3.1
Gently sloping sandy beach between
two rock points near the mouth of the
Black River.

3.2
The third rock point along a series of
three beaches near the mouth of the
Black River. Jack pine, white spruce,
and juniper grow throughout the rock
at the presence of soil.
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Conclusions
In addition to illustrating the landscape
conditions throughout the historic settlement
site as they exist today, the photographic
exploration was also an exercise in locating
features identified in aerial photographs. By
looking for the locations of former building
footprints, trail networks and historic clearings,
I was able to determine what remains from
the historic settlement, and to what degree
they can be made more visible. Comparing
my experiences on the ground with the aerial
photographs allowed me to better understand
other factors that may have impacted the trail
network. Low-lying areas saturated in water or
difficult terrain not visible in aerial photos may
have impacted the routing of the historic trail
system as well as the locations of buildings.

With the design strategy focusing on rebuilding
connections on the land as well as connections
from the water, the photographic analysis
will help to inform decisions about where the
historic trail network exists, and where new
additions to the network can be made.
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Section 6
where river turns to lake
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wind analysis

As the narrow tree-lined condition of the Black
River transitions to the expansive mouth at
Lake Winnipeg, Calm waters turn to rough
waters and the relative security of the boreal
river gives way to the harsh swells created by
the winds coming off of the lake. The green
shoreline that has hugged the waters edge
turns to granite as it elevates and hardens itself
against the ever constant pounding of waves.
The same canoe that has easily navigated
numerous twists and turns, and has traversed
the countless rapids, no longer seems a suitable
vessel for the waters ahead.
- Author’s Journal Entry
Black River, April 30th, 2015
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These field notes describe my experience
as I paddled towards Lake Winnipeg along
the Black River. Though I did not paddle a
great distance, the change in landscape as I
approached the mouth of the river is drastic.
The gentle shoreline from further upstream
transitions to one that is steeply eroded, then
rocky. The water colour changes from dark to
murky, and I become much more exposed to
the winds coming off of the lake.
Though the line where river transitions into
lake is ambiguous, this threshold can be more
easily determined through experience rather
than through aerial imagery. Since greater
interaction with water is a desired outcome of
this project, locating this threshold is essential
to design decisions related to the Black River.

Changes in the characteristics of the water
are apparent as one travels from East to
West along the Black River. Indications of these
changes can be visualized with aerial imagery,
however these changes are most apparent
when experiencing the condition from the water.
Drawing from this experience, it becomes easy
to locate where a small watercraft may no
longer feel safe in times of rough water.
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Wind is perhaps the greatest indicator of
this transition from river to lake. Presence of
wind is evident by looking at the shoreline. The
undercutting and erosion of shoreline grows
more extreme closer to Lake Winnipeg which
can be attributed to strong winds and waves
coming from the Lake (Miette Environmental
Consulting 2014, 18). Shoreline erosion and
strong winds pose two major challenges to
accessing the former settlement site: steep
shorelines make it difficult to pull a canoe to
shore, and waves produced by strong winds
make canoe travel difficult as well as unsafe in
some instances.
In order to visually locate where these
challenges occur most frequently, wind data
can be compared with aerial imagery to
determine how the prevailing winds may impact
the landscape.
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Fig. 48 Wind rose showing the prevailing winds coming 		
from the north-northwest
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Fig. 49

The prevailing winds for the region come from the NorthNorthwest, Northwest, and the West (Wind Atlas 2015), with
the most frequent and highest velocity winds coming from the
Northwest (Ibid.). These winds bring high wave activity and can
force lake water further upstream affecting both the Black
and O’Hanly rivers (Miette Environmental Consulting 2014, 18).
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Fig. 50

With the most frequent winds coming from the NorthNorthwest (Wind Atlas, 2015), it is the shoreline closest
to Lake Winnipeg that receives the greatest wave activity.
Much of the shoreline highlighted in red is rock that has been
weathered by years of wave and ice activity,
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Fig. 51

Winds from the Northwest affect a greater area of the Black
River, and has led to erosion events along the Southern bank
of the River at the site of the previous settlement (Miette
Environmental Consulting 2014, 15). Outlined in red are the
areas of shoreline where winds from the Northwest have their
greatest impact.
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Fig. 52

Though winds from the West are less frequent (Wind Atlas,
2015), they can have a great impact on water levels and
shorelines within the community of Black River First Nation. In
addition to heightened water levels and wave activity on both
the Black and O’Hanly Rivers, Westerly winds bring sediment
rich water upstream into the Black River (see fig. 53).
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Fig. 53

Strong prevailing winds that push lake water further into the
Black and O’Hanly Rivers also bring increased water turbidity
due to the presence of sediment in the South Basin of
Lake Winnipeg (Lake Winnipeg Research Consortium 2015).
Satellite imagery (Google Earth 2002) shows the extent of
this sediment plume entering the Black River. The path of this
sediment plume illustrates the far reaching effects that Lake
Winnipeg can have on the quality and condition of water in the
community of Black River First Nation.
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Transition zone

Lake Winnipeg
Black River

Spokes Creek

Historic Anchor Point
and sawmill operation

Fig. 54 Composite map illustrating the point
where river transitions to lake
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locating a point of transition
As stated earlier, increased community
interaction with traditional land and water
networks is the desired outcome of this
project. As design decisions are made on how
to better connect people with water routes to
the historic settlement site, understanding the
user experience is essential. Since accessibility
is another guiding principle, considerations
must be made in determining who the users
will be and to what level of ability these users
may have in regards to water travel.
Numerous visits to the community have shown
that motorized boat ownership is low, and that
interaction with the water takes place along
the shorelines or in canoes, of which there are
also few. The design will focus on reintegrating
water based travel routes to the historic
settlement site by creating destination points
of access along the shoreline. The age, skill level,
and physical ability of users will be considered
in design decisions, as younger community
members may have limited experience in a
canoe, while some Elders may have mobility
issues that make climbing a steep bank difficult.

Considering the canoe as the primary means
of travel to and from the previous settlement
site will have implications on where launch
and landing sites will be located. Locating
these facilities will consider river bank stability,
existing landform, proximity to significant sites,
and ease of accessibility.
Though it is difficult to locate where river
becomes lake, by looking at the aquatic
environment in terms of wind and wave activity
this location becomes easier to approximate. It
is also important to note the historical activities
that took place along these waterways in
determining areas most suitable for canoe
travel. Perhaps the greatest indicator of where
the transition from river to lake begins, is the
location of an anchor point and sawmill (see fig.
54) at the mouth of Spokes Creek.
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Oral history interviews with community Elders
indicated a multitude of activities that took
along the banks of the Black River where it
enters into Lake Winnipeg (BRFN Interview
Transcript 2009). The location of the former
anchor point and sawmill is particularly telling of
the condition of the Black River at that point. The
Oral History passed on by community Elders
indicate that prior to a road being constructed,
it was at this point (see fig. 54) where large ships
would anchor in order to be protected from
winds coming off of the Lake. When Federal
Government officials would travel to Black River
to deliver annual payments and supplies, it was
at this point where community members would
congregate to receive the annuities (Lytwyn
2013). Aside from Government vessels, Elders
tell accounts of instances where large steam
ships would travel up the Black River to Spokes
Creek in ordered to seek refuge from the strong
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squalls of Lake Winnipeg (BRFN Interview
Transcript 2009) so as not to become washed
upon the numerous reefs and islands.
In addition to acting as a well sheltered refuge
for freight vessels, this rocky point at the
confluence of Spokes Creek and the Black River
was the saw mill site of a timber operation
from Winnipeg (Ibid.). Evidence of this timber
operation is visible in the landscape as remnants
of the stone foundations and chain anchors (see
pg. 155-56) can be found on site. As described
by Elders within the community, large cables
and chains were strung across Spokes Creek
to hold back the pulp-wood from floating down
the Black River into Lake Winnipeg. The wood
cut from the forest surrounding Black River
First Nation would be floated to this point then
transported to Winnipeg and Pine Falls (Ibid.).

The rock point at Spokes Creek is important
to the overall strategy due to the historical
significance of the site, and in that it acts as a
transition zone between lake and river.
As one travels west beyond this point, the
physical character of the water changes as
does the river bank. Past this point the water
begins to change colour (see fig. 53), and the
presence of waves are much greater. The
effects of the prevailing winds are evident in
the landscape as the southern bank of the
Black River past this point is directly exposed
to the Northwest winds, therefore bank erosion
is particularly severe (Miette Environmental
Consulting 2014, 15).
With accessibility and comfort in mind, locating
launch and landing sites must acknowledge
these challenges to canoe travel. Portions
of river bank that have been undercut from
erosion provide very challenging conditions for
landing and securing a canoe.

The shoreline assessment conducted in Section
5 of this document illustrates that the distance
from the water’s edge to the top of the bank can
vary greatly depending on location, therefore
access points to the historic settlement will be
located based upon proximity to significant
sites as well as bank condition.
In order to encourage residents to once again
use water based travel routes to the historic
settlement, a network of destinations along the
water’s edge will be established to provide safe
and convenient landing conditions.
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Section 7
design strategy: introduction
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rooted in water
Water was once an essential part of daily
life for the Anishinaabe residing along the
Eastern Shores of Lake Winnipeg. Within the
community of Black River First Nation this
relationship with water is interwoven into its
history. The Black and O’Hanly Rivers connected
the community and functioned as highways
to medicines, sustenance, furs and timber
camps. Connections on land are visible in aerial
photographs, and illustrate an interconnected
network of trails worn into the ground through
years of use.

The historic network of destinations and travel
routes over land and water are present in
photographs from the past and in the words
of Elders, but are left faded in the landscape
today.
Restoring this network through the reclamation
of historic trails, the creation of new trail
connections, and the creation of destination
points along the water’s edge, will encourage
residents of Black River to engage with the lands
and water ways important to their community
history.
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Section 8
design strategy: land
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following footsteps
In order to better connect the residents of
Black River with the historic settlement site, a
trail system incorporating new and historic trail
segments will be implemented so that residents
may build upon the historic trail network that
once connected the community.
This self-guided interpretive trail will begin at
the confluence of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers
and will extend west to the shores of Lake
Winnipeg.
Configuration of the trail system has been
determined based upon a number of deciding
factors, however the greatest impact on
trail configuration is the historic footpaths
that have been identified through aerial
photo interpretation. Wherever possible, the
proposed trail system will follow the historical
trail network that extended throughout the
community. Much of this network has become
grown over due to years of inactivity, however
the intent of this strategy is to strengthen and
rebuild these trails by encouraging community
members to walk in the footsteps of their
ancestors.

In many instances, the clarity of the trail
network vanishes in aerial imagery or is
indecipherable due to vegetative regrowth.
This provides the opportunity to form new
connections in the network that incorporates
significant sites such as historic building
footprints (fig. 55) into its path. By creating
new connections to historic trail segments,
residents are able to add to the rich history of
the site.
In addition to connecting residents with
significant sites on the land, the trail system
will connect to destination points along the
water’s edge, building upon a network of
connectivity that incorporates both water and
land based modes of travel.
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Fig. 55 Building clusters and historic
trail segments.
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connecting lines in the land
In addition to locating sites significant to
community history, to be later identified by
residents of Black River, the locations of buildings
that once stood on the land will be integrated
into the trail system. By examining aerial imagery
prior to the community’s relocation, one is able
to locate homes that have vanished from the
landscape. Site inspections with community
Elders in combination with approximate GPS
coordinates will make it possible to locate
former building sites that are no longer visible.
In some instances a depression in the
landscape represents the partial footprint of a
building that once stood in its location. These
depressions have filled with water over time
and provides contrast in the grassy clearings
where building clusters were located. Many of
the building footprints have been identified and
will be enhanced to become included within the
overall strategy.

It is the intent that significant sites not visible
in aerial photographs would be integrated into
the trail design. Moving forward, community
residents would be engaged to determine
other potential sites of interest that could
be integrated into the trail system. Examples
could be spiritual sites, buildings not visible in
photographs, or other areas of significance.
Preservation of historic building footprints, and
other significant sites is essential in illustrating
the past. As people travel through a landscape
of building footprints, they may reflect upon
the homes that existed in the field or forest in
which they stand. Elders within the community
can begin to put locations to the stories passed
down to younger generations, and while the
structure no longer exists, the ground upon
which it stood will once again be inhabited.
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historic trail segments with
new connections.
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Interpretive trail system
The Interpretive Trail system will connect
historic trail segments with new connections,
and has been configured into three loops.
The trail system is 13 kilometers in length and
extends throughout the historic settlement
along the south bank of the Black River.
Loop 1 is 5.5 kilometers in total and is the starting
point of the trail system. Loop 1 is accessed
by paddling from the present community site,
and is connected to the water by a landing and
canoe storage facility located along the O’Hanly
River (see pg. 140). Loop 2 is 1.3 kilometers
and weaves through the former sawmill site
at Spokes Creek. Users access this section of
trail by landing at a docking platform along the
rock point at Spokes Creek (see pg. 153-60).
Loop 3 is 6.2 kilometers in length and extends
from Spokes Creek to Lake Winnipeg. The trail
will bring users to a series of beaches and rock
points along the shores of Lake Winnipeg.

The segments in red indicate foot trails that
could be clearly read in photographs, while the
sections in black indicate a new connection
that has been made. The trail has been aligned
to weave through the historic settlement site,
bringing visitors to former building footprints
and areas that were inhabited by past
residents of Black River. The trail surface will
be enhanced with wood chips or boardwalk
sections where necessary, and subtle markings
will be incorporated into the design to indicate
to the user that they are stepping off of the new
trail connection and onto a historic footpath.
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New Trail Connection

Fig. 57 Loop 1 - Sections A-B
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Loop 1 - 5.5km
The Interpretive Trail begins across at the Eastern
extent of the historic settlement site. Throughout
much of the year, access to the trail system will require
the use of a canoe or boat. During the winter months
this trail will extend across the O’Hanly River. The trail
head begins at the site of a landing and canoe storage
facility.
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New Trail Connection

Fig. 58 Loop 1 - Sections C-D
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The next segment of trail passes through a cluster
of building footprints before entering into the forest.
The trail entering into the forest signifies the first
opportunity for users to walk upon the historical trail.
Tree markings, rock paintings or other subtle indicators
will notify the user that they are stepping off of a new
trail and onto a historical trail segment.
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Wood chip material

Forest Trail in Low-Lying Areas

Wooden Decking

Fig. 59 Example of trail system in a
low-lying area with surface
enhancements.

Figure 59 depicts a segment of trail that passes
through a low-lying area within the forest. Surface
enhancements along the trail may be necessary in
areas where terrain is difficult to navigate or where
there is a presence of water. Wood chips have been
identified as a surface enhancement material as Black
River First Nation will be able to produce the material
themselves when performing trail maintenance. Trees
and brush cleared from the trail system can be chipped
and applied to the trail. Rough cut wooden decking used
to span across wet areas can be produced within the
community, and it is a material that acknowledges Black
River’s historical involvement in the forest harvesting
industry.
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New Trail Connection

Fig. 60 Loop 2 - Sections E-F
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Loop 2 - 1.3km
This segment of trail can be accessed by arriving at
the docking platform at Spokes Creek. This loop allows
the user to experience the former sawmill site before
following the historic trail back into the forest. Building
footprints from the sawmill site will be enhanced to
include seating as well as signage for the trail ahead.
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Wood chip material

Forest Trail in Upland Areas

Granite Outcropping

Fig. 61

Example of trail system in a
low-lying area with surface
enhancements.

Figure 61 depicts a segment of trail that passes
through an upland area within the forest canopy.
Segments of the trail that do not pass through wet
areas will be regularly cleared from brush and fallen
trees, however no surface enhancements will be made
unless necessary. Wood chip material may be added in
areas where surface conditions make walking difficult
(i.e. mud, or rocky uneven ground). The trail system will
pass over granite outcroppings as one moves further
west towards Lake Winnipeg, and the trail in these
regions will be marked using the same subtle markings
that identify historic trail segments.
The subtle markings that may include tree markings,
rock paintings, or intentionally bent marker trees are
suggestions based on similar markings left by the
Anishinaabe in eastern Manitoba and northwest Ontario
(Rajnovich 2002). Further engagement with Black River
residents will determine a trail marking strategy that
may be more applicable to the community. These
subtle markings will encourage users to be aware of
the landscape around them, and can provide learning
opportunities for younger residents of Black River.
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New Trail Connection

Fig. 62 Loop 3 - Sections G-H
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Loop 3 - 6.2km
At this point the trail splits into a large loop that takes
the user through the forest to three beaches along Lake
Winnipeg. Following the trail to the beaches allows the
user to walk along granite outcroppings to viewpoints
of Lake Winnipeg. The user is able to cut across this
loop through a historic clearing in the forest.
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Fig. 63 Example of trail condition as it enters into the forest. Wood chip surface enhancements may be 		
added where necessary.
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Fig. 64 Wooden walkways will be added in low-lying areas where water may be present at certain times of
the year.
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New Trail Connection

Fig. 65 Loop 3 - Sections I-J
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The final segment of trail takes the user to the
Southwestern extents of the community. Along the
Lake Winnipeg shoreline exists a small cluster of building
footprints near the site of a former fishing operation.
The Southern base of the loop includes the option for
future trail extension to the south.
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Section 9
design strategy: water
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Destinations at the Water
The land and water network that once
connected the community was defined by a
series of travel routes and destinations. The
design proposal for Black River First Nation aims
at re-establishing this interconnected network
by creating destinations along the water’s
edge to encourage both land and water based
modes of travel.
Since relocating to its present location
Black River First Nation has transitioned
into a community no longer connected to
the waterways embedded in its history.
With few boats, canoes and suitable launch
sites, traditional lands once occupied by the
community are no longer accessible in the way
that they once were.
Where the road ends is where the water
begins. In order to make these waters more
accessible this strategy will incorporate a
number of destinations along the Black River
to draw residents back to the water.

The center of this strategy will be located at
the present launch site where the Black and
O’Hanly Rivers meet. The landing will act as a
community gathering area and will encourage
residents to travel across the river to explore
the historic settlement site. Canoe storage for
community canoes will be incorporated into
a structure that gently slopes into the water.
In addition to canoe storage, the community
structure area will include a fish cleaning station
and workshop, so that the traditional activities
that once took place along the shoreline may
once again have a venue to take place.
Residents will be able to access the historic
settlement site by taking community canoes
across the O’Hanly River to a landing site at the
foot of the historic footbridge. Residents may
also take these canoes to other landing points
along the Black River.
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O’Hanly Launch + Landing
A boat launch and canoe crossing at the confluence of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers will reestablish lost connections to the former settlement sites along the Black River. A community
building located on the North shore of the O’Hanly River will serve as a hub for traditional
activities, and will signify the starting point to the interpretive trail.

canoe launch sites
Canoe launch sites will be established along the north and south banks of the Black River,
and will allow easier water access to the historic settlement sites. These launch sites will help
to increase water connectivity throughout the community.

Spokes Creek landing
A seasonal landing will be established at the former sawmill site near Spokes Creek. In
addition to a retractable dock, a canoe and boat launch facility will be incorporated into the
landing site.

Fig. 66 Water based transportation network connecting
residents to historic settlement lands.
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O’Hanly River
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O’Hanly Launch + Landing
Oral accounts of history as told by community
Elders describe the footbridge that once
connected new and old settlements as a small
wooden structure that spanned across the
O’Hanly River. Some describe the bridge as being
washed away during a high-water year, others
testify to it being destroyed due to its eventual
lack of structural integrity. I believe that the loss
of the last remaining land connection signifies
a break in connectivity with the past. With no
land connections and an increasingly eroded
riverbank, access to the historic settlement site
has become difficult. This strategy enhances
connectivity to traditional lands by setting the
framework for increased activity along the
banks of the Black River.

Fig. 67 O’Hanly launch and landing connects residents to
the historic settlement site.

A network of destinations along the water’s
edge will encourage residents to visit the
historic settlement site by traveling over water
and land as the residents of Black River once
did. A community building that encourages
residents to paddle across the O’Hanly River
and beyond, will be located at the present boat
launch site. This launch site will be enhanced
to include a concrete ramp, mooring area, and
fishing platform. The service building will include
canoe storage so that residents may take a
canoe across to the historical settlement site.
Across from launch site will be a small landing
with canoe storage so that canoes can be
stored as one explores the Interpretive Trail
that loops through the historic settlement.
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O’hanly launch
The O’Hanly launch will be located near the confluence
of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers, providing a connection
to the historic settlement site. This river crossing will also
signify the beginning of the interpretive trail system.
By examining aerial imagery, it is evident that the launch
site was once the primary connection to past settlements.
A footbridge and dock once stood at this location, however
as time has past these connections have been lost.
During visits to the community, it is evident that this point
remains a source of interaction with the water. When the
water is free from ice, this location serves as the primary
boat launch and fishing location for those fishing from the
shore.
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Fig. 68 View of the community building located
at the O’Hanly launch site.
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Oral accounts of history describe traditional activities taking place along the
shores of the Black and O’Hanly Rivers. Activities such as snowshoe building,
fish and wild game processing, hide tanning, amongst others; have been
described as occurring near the water’s edge (BRFN Council Member, Personal
Communication, May 12, 2015).
The O’Hanly landing will act as a central hub of activity and starting point in
the overall land and water network. Drawing residents to the water’s edge to
learn, teach, and practice traditional activities is intended to help re-kindle
lost relationships with both the water and with community history. The service
building is envisioned to be used as an active workshop where community youth
can come to engage with Elders and learn the ways of the past. Building elevation
and position would be determined in the detialed design stage, requiring further
engagement with the community and would take into account fluctuations in
water level.

Fig. 69 O’Hanly launch site with community building, fish
cleaning station, boatlaunch and dock platform.
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Fig. 70

Diagram illustrating
the floor plans of the
community buildings.
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The O’Hanly Landing will provide access to the water while creating a space for activity
within the community. A 165 square meter building adjacent to an enhanced boat launch
will incorporate canoe storage, equipment storage, and a workshop within its canopy. The
building will include solar-powered lighting and wood burning heat within the workshop.
Steel shelving will be integrated within the building design to provide a storage area for
community canoes. Residents may take a canoe from this location to visit the historic
settlement site. Shelving and cabinetry will store equipment such as paddles and personal
flotation devices.
The fish cleaning station will be located near the launch ramp and will draw water from the
river using a small pump. A filleting platform will run the length of the building to provide
a workspace where anglers can process their daily catch in a comfortable screened
environment.
A gently-sloping concrete ramp will extend the length of the service building, so that boats
and canoes may be easily launched. This gently sloping ramp may also act as an access
point for swimmers.
A permanent dock attached to the face of the building will act as a fishing platform and
mooring point for boats larger than a canoe.
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b
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O’hanly landing
Across the O’Hanly River from the launch site is the
second component in forming a connection to the
historical settlement site. The O’Hanly landing is located at
the former foot of the pedestrian bridge that connected
the historic settlement to the community. The landing
is intended to draw users across the O’Hanly river by
providing a location to land and store a watercraft while
exploring the Interpretive Trail. Embedding a launch ramp
into the riverbank will ensure a permanent point of access
to the historic settlement site and trail system.
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Fig. 71 View of the canoe storage facility
at O’Hanly Landing site.
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The facility at O’Hanly landing is embedded into the river bank and consists
of a storage building as well as a launch and landing ramp. Precast concrete
blocks will be used to make up the launch ramp, and have been selected based
on installation feasibility. Concrete retaining walls will be positioned on either
side of the launch ramp to protect against erosion and damage from ice on
the O’Hanly River. A wooden decking platform surrounding the canoe storage
building will act as the trail head for the interpretive trail system.
The O’Hanly landing is a destination point that can be easily visited as it is
positioned a short distance from the O’Hanly launch site. Residents paddling
across the O’Hanly River will be able to store their canoe in the storage building,
or secure their boat next to the launch ramp while they explore the historic
settlement site.

Fig. 72 O’Hanly landing storage facility
and trail head.
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Diagram illustrating
the floor plan of
the storage facility.
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The O’Hanly Landing will embed a gently-sloping concrete ramp into the riverbank so that
canoes and boats may be easily landed and launched. A concrete retaining wall will help
protect the ramp from erosion due to ice and water flows along the O’Hanly River.
A small storage structure will provide canoe storage under its canopy so that users may
leave their canoes and equipment in storage while visiting the historic settlement site.
The O’Hanly Landing signifies the starting point for the interpretive trail system that loops
throughout the historic settlement site.
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Spokes Creek landing
The Spokes Creek Landing site is located on the rocky
shoreline where the Spokes Creek begins. The rock point
that extends into the waters of the Black River traces its
history back to the first contact with European settlers
and beyond. Community Elders share stories of large
steamers docking at this point either to bring annual
supplies to the community, or to seek shelter from the
rough waters of Lake Winnipeg. Community members
also share stories of a time where the point served as a
location for a saw mill that was operated by a company
from Winnipeg.
All that exists on this site currently are segments of a
stone foundation, and steel anchor points embedded into
the granite where large cables were once strung across
Spokes Creek in order to contain timber that was fallen
and floated into the bay (see figures 75-78).

Fig. 74 View of the Spokes Creek Dock.
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Fig. 75 Looking out at the Black River from the rock point
at Spokes Creek.
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Fig. 76 Remnants of a wooden platform at Spokes Creek.

Fig. 77 Anchors set into rock were used to fasten the 		
cables that spanned across Spokes Creek to hold
back felled trees. 		

Fig. 78 Remnants of a stone foundation at the sawmill site
near Spokes Creek..
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Spokes Creek Landing will be located near the former saw mill site at the mouth
of Spokes Creek. The landing will be comprised of a canoe launch, boat launch,
and retractable wooden dock. It is intended that the Spokes Creek Landing will
once again become an anchor point for visitors to the historic settlement, and
will integrate site history into its design.
The wind and water analysis conducted in Section 6, has determined that
water travel further west of this point becomes more challenging as there is
less protection from the prevailing winds. Though there are canoe launch points
beyond Spokes Creek, it is intended that the Spokes Creek Landing will act
as the primary landing point for visitors to the second and third loops of the
interpretive trail system.

Fig. 79 Spokes Creek landing area with retractable dock
and launch ramps.
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Diagram illustrating
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The Spokes Creek Landing will include a wooden dock that may be retracted during the
winter months to avoid damage from ice movement. The dock will reach out from the
shoreline into Spokes Creek to provide a sheltered mooring point for boats traveling along
the Black River.
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In addition to the retractable dock, a canoe launch will gently slope down from the rock
face into the water so that visitors traveling by canoe will be able to easily pull themselves
ashore without concern of capsizing. With accessibility in mind, this launch will ensure that
visitors with limited maneuvering ability will be able to comfortably access the historic
settlement site.
A wooden ramp adjacent to the dock will allow swimmers to enter and exit the water more
easily, and will provide a sheltered mooring location for users traveling by boat.
The wooden platform extending out from the sawmill site will bring users from the
waters edge to the Interpretive Trail system. Rough-sawn timber planks reminiscent of
the location’s previous use will make up the walking surface of the platform. The wooden
platform will be anchored into the rock, sloping down to the water so that visitors have an
alternative to navigating the rocky terrain.
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canoe launch sites
Canoe launch sites will be embedded into the north and
south banks of the Black River. Though the integration of
launch sites along the muddy banks of the Black River is
a simplistic intervention, it provides the opportunity for
the banks to be accessed as they once were before
significant erosion. Shoreline analysis from Section 5 of
this document has shown that many locations along the
Black River show signs of recent active erosion as well as
evidence of significant historical erosion events. The act
of pulling a canoe up onto the shore is no longer the same
task as what it once was. Banks that have been undercut,
or banks that have a significant slope up from the water’s
edge, make landing and launching a canoe or boat much
more difficult.
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Fig. 81 Approaching a canoe launch from
the water.
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Wind and wave activity from Lake Winnipeg in combination with sustained
high water and muddy shoreline conditions, has led to moderate and severe
levels of erosion along the Black River. Though protecting against erosion along
great distances of shoreline is not economically feasible, it is possible to create
permanent points of access in the riverbank that will not be eroded. Embedding
canoe launch locations along the Black River will provide segments of permanent
shoreline where visitors may easily land and launch a canoe. Launch locations
will be positioned near significant sites along the north and south shore of the
Black River. Visitors to the historic settlement site wishing to visit the community
by water will be able to travel between launch sites to visit areas of significance.

Fig. 82 Example of a canoe launch embedded into the 		
south bank of the Black River.
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Canoe launches embedded into the shoreline will include a concrete retaining wall on either
side of the launch platform. The retaining walls will prevent erosion ensuring that the grade
of the launch ramp will remain consistent. They will be positioned in a way that protects the
launch from wind and waves, while opening towards the flow of water to allow for easier
access.
The launch ramp will be composed of rough-sawn timber decking, and will be graded in
a way that allows visitors to easily climb the riverbank. The launch ramp will slope gently
down from the riverbank and extend into the water so that visitors may easily pull their
canoe ashore.
The wooden ramp will slope up from the water’s edge connecting to the Interpretive Trail
network. The pathway leading to the launch site will be composed of rough-sawn timber
planks before intersecting with the Interpretive Trail.
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Conclusion
With a renewed interest in the community to preserve
traditional knowledge and remain connected to the
past, this design sets the framework for interacting
with the lands and waterways important to history
of Black River First Nation. A land based trail system
located at the historic community site will encourage
residents to walk in the footsteps of their ancestors,
by incorporating historic trail segments with new
connections. A network of destinations along the
water’s edge will connect residents to the historic
community by providing fixed launch and landing
locations where one may easily launch, land and store
their boat or canoe. The creation and reclamation of
destinations connected by trails and water routes
reflect the history of the landscape and allow
residents to once again engage with the lands and
waterways that shaped their community.
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Figures
Fig.1 - Contextual map of study area in eastern Manitoba created in Adobe Illustrator and ArcGIS. GIS files:
National Hydro Network (NHN), Map projection: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 14 Transverse Mercator
Fig.2 – Figure of Glacial Lake Agassiz: Reprinted from Quaternary Science Reviews, Volume 24, Issues 16-17,
September 2005, Teller, J. T., Boyd, M., Yang, Z., Kor, P., Fard, A. Alternative routing of Lake Agassiz overflow
during the Younger Dryas: new dates, paleotopography, and a re-evaluation, Pages 1890-1905. Copyright 2005
with permissions from Elsevier.
Fig.3 - Contextual map illustrating waterways in study area, created in Adobe Illustrator and ArcGIS. GIS files:
National Hydro Network (NHN), Map projection: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 14 Transverse Mercator
Fig.4 – Map of Black and O’Hanly Rivers with significant place names identified by BRFN Elders. Created in
Adobe Illustrator and ArcGIS. GIS files: National Hydro Network (NHN), Map projection: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 14
Transverse Mercator
Fig.5 – BRFN community site. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First Nation.
50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015.
Fig.6 – Population age demographics created in Microsoft Word, using Census data from Statistics Canada:
Statistics Canada. (2013) . Little Black River, Indian band area, Manitoba (Code 630260) (table). National
Household Survey (NHS) Aboriginal Population Profile. 2011 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-011X2011007. Ottawa. Released November 13, 2013. http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/aprof/index.
cfm?Lang=E (accessed February 11, 2015).
Fig.7 – Population gender demographics created in Microsoft Word, using Census data from Statistics Canada:
Statistics Canada. (2013) . Little Black River, Indian band area, Manitoba (Code 630260) (table). National
Household Survey (NHS) Aboriginal Population Profile. 2011 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-011X2011007. Ottawa. Released November 13, 2013. http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/aprof/index.
cfm?Lang=E (accessed February 11, 2015).
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Fig.8 – Female age demographics created in Microsoft Word, using Census data from Statistics Canada: Statistics
Canada. (2013) . Little Black River, Indian band area, Manitoba (Code 630260) (table). National Household Survey
(NHS) Aboriginal Population Profile. 2011 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-011-X2011007. Ottawa.
Released November 13, 2013. http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/aprof/index.cfm?Lang=E (accessed
February 11, 2015).
Fig.9 – Male age demographics created in Microsoft Word, using Census data from Statistics Canada: Statistics
Canada. (2013) . Little Black River, Indian band area, Manitoba (Code 630260) (table). National Household Survey
(NHS) Aboriginal Population Profile. 2011 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-011-X2011007. Ottawa.
Released November 13, 2013. http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/aprof/index.cfm?Lang=E (accessed
February 11, 2015).
Fig.10 – 1959 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation, provided by BRFN Council
Fig.11 – 1962 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A906-170, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba
Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.12 – 1968 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A21141-05, A21141-10, Purchased from: Map Sales,
Manitoba Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.13 – 1976 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A24664-158, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba
Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.14 – 1986 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: MB86023-211, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba
Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.15 – 1996 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: MB96042-27, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba
Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
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Fig.16 – 1962 image illustrating network of travel routes and destinations that connected the community. Created
in Vectorworks using: 1962 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A906-170, Purchased from: Map Sales,
Manitoba Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.17 – (Photo) Clearing remains at the historic settlement site along the banks of the Black River. April 30th, 2015
Fig.18 – (Photo) A break in the forest across the clearing indicates the location of a former foot path. April 30th,
2015
Fig.19 – (Photo) Evidence of the former trail network connecting clearings through patches of forest. April 30th,
2015
Fig.20 – (Photo) Tractor marks scar the forest floor and serve as a reminder of the community relocation. April 30th,
2015
Fig.21 – Map of BRFN community site illustrating trail segments, and building footprints. BRFN community
site created in Vectorworks using aerial and satellite imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and
96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015. 1962 Aerial Photograph of Black River First
Nation: A906-170, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.22 – Map of BRFN illustrating trail segments, 1962 forest clearings and building footprints. BRFN community
site created in Vectorworks using aerial and satellite imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and
96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015. 1962 Aerial Photograph of Black River First
Nation: A906-170, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.23 – Map of BRFN illustrating trail segments, 2002 forest clearings and building footprints. BRFN community
site created in Vectorworks using aerial and satellite imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and
96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015.
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Fig.24 – Diagram illustrating the former building footprints identified in aerial imagery. Created in Vectorworks using
satellite imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002.
March 2015. Aerial Imagery: 1959 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation, provided by BRFN Council, 1962
Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A906-170, Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba Conservation, 1007
Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.25 – (Photo) A water filled depression in the land where a building once stood. May 12th, 2015
Fig.26 – (Photo) Remnants of a storage cellar at the edge of the forest. May 12th, 2015
Fig.27 – (Photo) The concrete foundation of a school building. May 12th, 2015
Fig.28 – (Photo) Scraps of metal from a wood stove remain at the site of a home near Lake Winnipeg. May 12th,
2015
Fig. 29 – Composite image illustrating former docks and bridges. Created in Vectorworks using Satellite imagery:
Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015,
Aerial Imagery: 1962 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A906-170, 1968 Aerial Photograph of Black
River First Nation: A21141-05, A21141-10, 1976 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A24664-158,
Purchased from: Map Sales, Manitoba Conservation, 1007 Century Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Fig.30 – Key map illustrating section locations. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First
Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015
Fig.’s 31-40 – Key map illustrating section locations. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River
First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015. Sections
created using Vectorworks and Adobe Illustrator
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Fig.41 – Key map illustrating section locations. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First
Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015 Photos taken: May
12th 2015
Fig.42 – Photographic exploration key map illustrating section locations. Created in Vectorworks using satellite
imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth.
Fig.’s 43-47 - Photographic exploration key map illustrating section locations. Created in Vectorworks using satellite
imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. Photos taken April 30th, May
12th, 2015
Fig. 48 – Wind rose created in Adobe Illustrator using data from: http://www.windfinder.com/weather-maps/report/
canada#10/50.7000/-96.5666
Fig.49 – Composite map illustrating prevailing winds. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River
First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015
Fig.50 – Map illustrating north-northwest winds. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First
Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015
Fig.51 – Map illustrating northwest winds. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First Nation.
50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015
Fig.52 – Map illustrating west winds. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First Nation.
50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015
Fig.53 – Map illustrating Lake Winnipeg sediment plume. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop using satellite
imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March
2015
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Fig.54 – Composite map illustrating where river transitions to lake. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop using
satellite imagery: Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002.
March 2015
Fig.55 – Map illustrating building clusters and historic trail segments. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery:
Black River First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015 and
aerial photos: 1962 Aerial Photograph of Black River First Nation: A906-170
Fig.’s 56-58 – Map illustrating interpretive trail system. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River
First Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015 and rendered in
Photoshop
Fig.59 – Aerial rendering illustrating trail surface. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.60 – Map illustrating interpretive trail system. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First
Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015 and rendered in
Photoshop
Fig.61 – Aerial rendering illustrating trail surface. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.62 – Map illustrating interpretive trail system. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First
Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015 and rendered in
Photoshop
Fig.63 – Rendering of trail condition as it enters into the forest. Created using Photoshop. Background image taken
April 30th, 2015
Fig.64 – Rendering of wooden walkway along the trail system. Created using Photoshop. Background image taken
April 30th, 2015
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Fig.65 – Map illustrating interpretive trail system. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First
Nation. 50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015 and rendered in
Photoshop
Fig.66 – Water connectivity network. Created in Vectorworks using satellite imagery: Black River First Nation.
50o49’37.82” N and 96o18’21.94” W. Google Earth. September 24, 2002. March 2015.
Fig.67 – Rendered site plan. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.68 – Rendered perspective O’Hanly Launch. Created in Rhino 3D, Vue and Photoshop
Fig.69 – Rendered site plan O’Hanly Launch. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.70 – Diagram site plan O’Hanly Launch. Created in Vectorworks
Fig.71 – Rendered perspective O’Hanly Landing. Created in Rhino 3D, Vue and Photoshop
Fig.72 – Rendered site plan O’Hanly Landing. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.73 – Diagram site plan O’Hanly Landing. Created in Vectorworks
Fig.74 – Rendered perspective Spokes Landing. Created in Rhino 3D, Vue and Photoshop
Fig.75 – (Photo) Looking out at the Black River from the rock point at Spokes Creek. April 30th, 2015
Fig.76 – (Photo) Remnants of a wooden platform at Spokes Creek. April 30th, 2015
Fig.77 – (Photo) Anchors set into rock were used to fasten the cables that spanned across Spokes Creek to hold
back felled trees. April 30th, 2015
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Fig.78 – (Photo) Remnants of a stone foundation at the sawmill site near Spokes Creek. April 30th, 2015
Fig.79 – Rendered site plan Spokes Landing. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.80 – Diagram site plan Spokes Landing. Created in Vectorworks
Fig.81 – Rendered perspective Canoe launch site. Created in Rhino 3D, Vue and Photoshop
Fig.82 – Rendered site plan Canoe launch site. Created in Vectorworks and Photoshop
Fig.83 – Diagram site plan Canoe launch site. Created in Vectorworks
Copyright Permissions:
Figure 2 - Figure of Glacial Lake Agassiz: Reprinted from Quaternary Science Reviews, Volume 24, Issues 16-17,
September 2005, Teller, J. T., Boyd, M., Yang, Z., Kor, P., Fard, A. Alternative routing of Lake Agassiz overflow
during the Younger Dryas: new dates, paleotopography, and a re-evaluation, Pages 1890-1905. Copyright 2005
with permissions from Elsevier.
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